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Abstract—Traffic offloading via device-to-device communica-
tions is expected to play a major role to meet the exponential
data traffic growth in wireless networks. In this work, we focus
on the problem of user capacity maximization in ultra dense
heterogeneous networks with device-to-device cooperation, where
a large number of users in a given geographical area request
common data content, such as video on demand streaming,
with strict quality of service guarantees. We aim at finding the
best strategy for delivering the content either over long range
connectivity from the access points or short range connectivity
from peer mobile terminals while meeting a target rate per served
user. We formulate the multi-user resource management problem
as an optimization problem including traffic offloading and
channel allocation considering a very high user density reaching
up to 1.75 users per square meter. We extend the system model to
include mobile terminals acting as content owners by having the
content cached locally, in order to further enhance the networks
capacity and coverage. We then propose an iterative resource
management solution, which first solves the optimization sub-
problem of traffic offloading with orthogonal channels, and then
optimally allocates channels to the transmitters with minimized
interference due to channel reuse. We also propose efficient sub-
optimal hierarchical tree-based algorithms that operate in real
time with dynamic and fast solutions for ultra dense networks.
For performance evaluation, we consider a realistic scenario
consisting of a stadium topology with thousands of mobile
terminals active simultaneously. We generate results as a function
of a wide range of system parameters, and demonstrate that
the proposed algorithms achieve near-optimal performance with
notably low time complexity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Demand for mobile applications is increasing at an exponen-
tial rate and causing demand pressures on existing networks.
The research community is currently actively involved in the
design of new technologies that can enable massive device
connections with the needed speeds and reliability. To this end,
a major opportunity is to design solutions that facilitate the
dynamic utilization and seamless operation of heterogeneous
networks (HetNets) where devices can utilize multiple wireless
interfaces simultaneously and cooperate with other devices in
their vicinity.

Ultra-dense networks (UDNs) have been widely considered
as a promising technique in 5G networks to meet the need
to accommodate massive connections with ultra-fast speeds.
Typical ultra-dense networks scenarios include dense urban
areas, metro stations, airports, open-air assembly and stadi-
ums [1]. The network density is the highest when a very
high number of users simultaneously request large amounts
of data [2]. In particular, a large fraction of users may be
interested in a specific common content [3]. Common content
refers to a given content available on the Internet such as media
file or document that is being requested by multiple users at
the same time in the network. This applies to mobile services
such as daily news distribution, sports media streaming, or
system software update. In UDNs, common content distribu-
tion is considered one of the emerging applications for mobile
terminals. It reflects the act of distributing and delivering

common data content to the end users while providing high
performance. However, due to the significant growth of traffic
demands and subscribers, macro network resources are not
able to keep up with the growing demands. To address the lack
of network bandwidth, coverage and capacity, 3GPP consid-
ered new solutions using device-to-device (D2D) cooperation
for traffic offloading, where a mobile terminal (MT) can serve
as a cluster head (CH) and transmit data to other mobile
terminals [4]. Moreover, using modern mobile devices as
additional storage nodes in a content centric wireless network
is becoming promising. Content owners (COs), which are MTs
having the content cached, can distribute the data to other
mobile terminals, hence, reducing the load on the cellular base
stations and access points [5] [6]. Accordingly, the MTs can
cooperate to receive data using different wireless interfaces,
either from the base station or access point (BS/AP) over
long range (LR) links or from other MTs acting as cluster
heads over short range (SR) D2D links. In addition to traffic
offloading, the main challenge in UDNs is channel allocation
to transmitters. The number of non-overlapping orthogonal
channels is limited and the reuse of these channels becomes
a must to serve the users. Allocating non-orthogonal chan-
nels to transmitters causes interference which decreases the
achievable user throughput. As a result, the impact of channel
allocation should be simultaneously considered when trying
to optimize for network performance. Therefore, considering
channel allocation along with traffic offloading is needed to
ensure more optimized network performance.

In this work, we address multi-user resource management
in ultra dense cache-enabled D2D cooperative HetNets where
thousands of users request common content data in a given
bounded geographical area. We propose resource manage-
ment solutions including traffic offloading and non-orthogonal
channel allocation aiming at maximizing the user capacity
while maintaining user target quality. As shown in Figure 1,
our three solutions include: one optimal but is NP-hard,
and two sub-optimal providing scalable solutions for UDNs.
Accordingly, we present: (1) general resource management
optimization framework, (2) two-step sub-optimal iterative re-
source management solution methodology, and (3) hierarchical
sub-optimal tree-based resource management approach. The
main contributions of this work can be presented as follows:

1. We formulate the general multi-user resource manage-
ment problem considering traffic offloading and non-
orthogonal channel allocation as an optimization problem,
aiming at maximizing the user capacity by serving the
maximum number of users while satisfying the service
target rate for every user in the network.

2. We then propose a two-step sub-optimal iterative re-
source management approach to reduce the complexity
of solving the formulated optimization problem. As a
first step, we solve the optimal resource management
problem as a traffic offloading problem assuming all the
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Fig. 1: Multi-user resource management approaches: (1) general
resource management optimization framework, (2) proposed iterative
resource management solution methodology divided into two opti-
mization sub-problems and an adjustment approach, and (3) proposed
dynamic and efficient sequential tree-based resource management
solution methodology.

channels are orthogonal. This work builds on our previous
work in [7] and [8] which was limited to the traffic
offloading problem with orthogonal channel allocation.
As a second step, we formulate the channel allocation as
an optimization problem aiming at minimizing the reuse
of the channels and maximizing the distance between
non-orthogonal co-channel transmitters, as determined by
the solution of the optimal traffic offloading sub-problem,
in order to reduce the interference. Moreover, we propose
possible solutions for allocating connections to users
who become in outage due to interference resulting from
channel reuse among cluster heads.

3. For the hierarchical approach, we propose and evaluate
a sub-optimal dynamic tree-based resource management
methodology which performs traffic offloading simultane-
ously with non-orthogonal channel allocation to cluster
heads in order to provide fast solutions with low time
complexity. Our proposed tree-based resource manage-
ment approach is fast, dynamic and operates in real-
time as users join the network, which avoids disruption
due to re-clustering. The users’ connections are assigned
sequentially based on a tree having BSs/APs and mobile
terminals as nodes. The channels are then assigned to
cluster heads aiming at minimizing interference among
co-channel cluster heads.

This paper is organized as follows. Related work is pre-
sented in Section II. The system model is presented in
Section III. The general resource management optimization
framework is presented in Section IV. The iterative resource
management solution methodology is presented in Section V.
The dynamic tree-based resource management approach is
presented in Section VI. Performance results are presented in
Section VII. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we first present existing literature addressing
D2D cooperation in HetNets for common content distribution.
Research on cache-enabled devices in D2D cooperation and re-
source management in ultra dense networks is also presented.
A. D2D Cooperation in Heterogeneous Networks

Existing literature on cooperative common content dis-
tribution over wireless networks aims at one or more of
several objectives such as: increasing the network through-
put, decreasing monetary cost, decreasing the file download
time, and decreasing the energy consumption. The authors
in [9]–[11] focused on increasing the network throughput.

In [9], the authors proposed resource allocation approach to
coordinate the interference and maximize the system sum-rate
when several D2D pairs communicate. The authors in [10]
addressed joint admission control, mode selection and power
allocation problem, aiming at maximizing system throughput.
The authors in [11] proposed a load balancing approach where
D2D users can multiplex the spectrum allocated to a number of
cellular users to maximize total throughput. In [12] and [13],
cost effective solutions are proposed in wireless networks. The
authors in [12] proposed distortion controlled video streaming
providing near-optimal cost considering transmission cost per
byte of networks. In [13], the authors presented a monetary
cost-effective collaborative streaming among mobile devices
providing high performance in terms of delay and cost fair-
ness. Furthermore, many existing works [14]–[16] concentrate
on energy efficiency and power consumption reduction. The
authors in [14] proposed an energy efficient nearest-neighbor
cooperation communication scheme for uplink transmission.
The authors addressed in [15] the problem of offloading
the cellular network while distributing common content with
fairness constraints. The authors in [16] proposed energy
efficient application-aware multimedia delivery solutions in-
cluding quality adaptation and missing content retrieval while
providing lower energy consumption. To motivate users, the
authors in [17], [18] proposed incentive mechanisms rewarding
MTs for participating in D2D content sharing.

B. Ultra Dense Heterogeneous Networks

There have been extensive ongoing researches on UDNs
considering user association, interference management, energy
efficiency, and resource management [19]. In [20]–[28], dense
cell deployment networks without D2D cooperation are con-
sidered. The authors in [20] evaluated the throughput, spectral
and energy efficiency in UDNs and determined their relation-
ship with BS density. In [21], the authors used power control
and user scheduling to optimize energy efficiency of UDNs.
In [22], a sub-band allocation scheme is proposed to minimize
the handoff rate in two-tier UDN. The authors in [24]–[28]
addressed ultra dense stadium network model. In [24] and
[25], machine learning techniques were used for spectrum
sensing and subchannels allocation to reduce blocking, re-
transmission and interruption probabilities. In [27], the authors
investigated the spectral efficiency per stadium seating area for
different deployment scenarios, technologies and reuse factors.
In [28], the authors proposed a dynamic spectrum utilization
maximizing system throughput subject to MTs rate demands.

In [29]–[31], dense cell deployment networks with D2D
cooperation are considered. The authors in [29] proposed
a hierarchical architecture for channel allocation aiming at
minimizing the latency. In [30], spectrum allocation is ad-
dressed to increase throughput, spectral efficiency, fairness,
and reduce the outage. The authors in [31] proposed clustering,
power control, frequency assignment and scheduling tech-
niques where WiFi-Direct is used for D2D communication.
In [32] and [33] caching was considered in UDNs. The
authors in [32] considered cache-enabled BSs by exploring
content popularity and evaluating the performance of various
caching scenarios. In [33], Song et al. proposed a contention
based multimedia delivery protocol and a content caching
strategy where the most popular file is cached in the library
to maximize the successful content delivery probability.

To this extent, the research on traffic offloading and channel
allocation in ultra dense cache-enabled D2D cooperative net-
works is still limited. Existing work addressed traffic offload-
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ing to reduce the congestion on the macro cells, however, the
main focus was on enhancing system throughput, increasing
energy efficiency and minimizing the cost of transmission. In
addition, the system model and results were based on limited
number of users. In contrast to the literature, we present
efficient resource management approaches in cache-enabled
D2D cooperative networks with very high attendants density
equals to 1.75 users per m2. We aim at maximizing the system
capacity while meeting service target rate per user in the
network considering simultaneously traffic offloading and non-
orthogonal channel allocation.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

In our work, we address resource management in cache-
enabled D2D cooperative networks where some users are
streaming common content data while others have the data
cached. The mobile terminals can use two wireless interfaces:
one interface to communicate with the BS/AP over a LR
wireless technology (such as WLAN, UMTS/HSPA, or LTE)
and another interface to communicate with other MTs or
content owners using a SR wireless technology (such as LTE-
Direct, WiFi-Direct, Bluetooth or WiFi ad hoc mode). As
shown in Figure 2, the network is formed by BSs/APs, content
owners and clusters served by cluster heads. In our work, we
define: (1) LR user as a MT receiving data from a BS/AP
over LR connection, (2) SR user as a MT receiving data from a
cluster head over SR connection, (3) a CH is a MT transmitting
data to SR users over SR channels. A CH can be either: (1)
a content owner (CH-CO) which is a MT that has already the
data content cached, or (2) a content recipient (CH-CR) which
is a LR user receiving data from BS/AP over LR channel.

Our network is formed by M BSs/APs and a large number
of mobile terminals K. We focus on a stadium topology
where we evaluate the performance of optimized resource
management solutions and sub-optimal proposed approaches
for different user activity A reaching up to 1.75 users per m2

at high user density. A MT i requests a common content
data such as on-demand video streaming with a specific
transmission target rate RT,i. A group of MTs served by
the same cluster head are considered one cluster. A content
owner can act as a cluster head CH-CO when it transmits
data to other MTs. In our work, we use input parameter ci to
indicate whether a MT i is a CO. We assume in our model
unicast transmission mode for content sharing. Unicasting
allows D2D communication with data rate adaptation based
on channel conditions, which provides the flexibility and
scalability needed for our proposed algorithm. To achieve this
over one channel, we assume time multiplexing scheme to
support multiple mobile terminals simultaneously.

We assume that the rate adaptation is based on M-QAM
modulation. The rates RL,ij and RS,ij are the rates achievable
on LR and SR channels between transmitter i and receiver j,
respectively, computed as Rij = W · log2Mij , where W is
the passband bandwidth of the channel, and Mij is the highest
possible order of the M-QAM modulation scheme selected
based on the following expression [34]:

Pe ≤ 0.2e−1.5γij/(Mij−1) (1)

where Pe is the target probability of error, and γij represents
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) when the channels are orthog-
onal. It represents the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
(SINR) when the channels are non-orthogonal. In case the
channels are orthogonal, γij will be given as follows:

γij = Pr,ij/σ
2 (2)

Fig. 2: D2D cooperative network formed by MTs, COs, two BSs/APs
and four clusters served by three CH-CRs and one CH-CO.

where σ2 is the thermal noise power and Pr,ij is the received
power linked to the transmitted power Pt,ij of the transmitter i
Pt,ij of the transmitter i as follows:(

Pr,ij

Pt,ij

)
dB

= 10 log10 κ− 10α log10

dij
d0

+ (hij)dB (3)

where κ is a pathloss constant which depends on the antenna
characteristics and wireless environment, α is the pathloss
exponent, d0 is a reference distance (typically 1 or 10 meters
in indoor or short range outdoor scenarios), dij is the distance
between transmitter i and receiver j, and hij is a random
variable representing channel fading [34].

In general, the number of orthogonal channels is limited and
becomes more scarce with the increase of number of users in
dense networks. For instance, IEEE 802.11n at 2.4 GHz pro-
vides three non-overlapping channels. IEEE 802.11n at 5 GHz
provides three Unlicensed National Information Infrastructure
(UNII) bands: UNII-1, UNII-2, and UNII-3 containing four,
fifteen, and four orthogonal channels, respectively [35].

Due to the large number of users in dense HetNets, different
transmitters may use same channels which causes interference
at the receiver from the undesired transmitters. In general, a
MT is subjected to interference (1) from different BSs/APs us-
ing non-orthogonal channels while receiving data over LR, and
(2) from CHs using non-orthogonal channels while receiving
over SR. In our work, we consider a network composed of a
limited number of BSs. We then assume that the LR channels
allocated to the BSs/APs are orthogonal. Therefore, the LR
users are not subjected to LR interference from other BSs/APs,
nor SR interference caused by other co-channel CHs. However,
the SR users may be subjected to interference caused by co-
channel CHs. The SINR γij can be represented as follows:

γij =
Pr,ij

σ2 +
∑
c∈Ci

Pr,cj
(4)

where Pr,ij is the received power from CH i over SR, Pr,cj
is the total received interference power, and c is the index of
MTs serving as CHs in Ci, defined as the set of cluster heads
transmitting on the channel as CH i. Accordingly, based on
the transmit power, distance and channel conditions between
the transmitter and receiver, the transmission rate is estimated.

IV. GENERAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT OPTIMIZATION
FORMULATION

In this section, we present the general resource management
optimization problem formulation while considering traffic of-
floading and channel allocation simultaneously. Our proposed
resource management solutions aim at minimizing the usage of
LR channels and maximizing the network coverage to mainly
increase the system capacity in dense networks and enhance
scalability. Minimizing the LR channels first encourages the
use of SR channels and offload the traffic to D2D commu-
nication, which reduces the load on the BSs/APs. The MTs
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will then serve as low power nodes for data transmission
increasing the network capacity, reducing the load on the
cellular base stations and extending the network coverage
by serving in areas with no coverage. Hence, serving the
users currently active in the network with lower number of
LR channels provides scalability for the actual network. It
increases its capacity by saving channels to accommodate for
new connections and serve additional incoming users.

The problem is formulated as an optimization problem
aiming at determining the download strategy for every user
while meeting target transmission rate. The general multi-user
resource management problem can be formulated as follows:

argmin
y, v,u, z,Q

M∑
m=1

K∑
i=1

ymi − β
K∑
i=1

zi (5)

subject to

vij ≤
M∑
m=1

ymi + ci,∀i,∀j (6)

cj +

K∑
i=1,i6=j

vij +

M∑
m=1

ymj = zj ,∀j (7)

M∑
m=1

K∑
i=1

ymi ≤ NLR (8)

K∑
i=1

ymi ≤ KL,m,∀m (9)

K∑
j=1,j 6=i

vij ≤ KC,i,∀i (10)

ui ≤
M∑
m=1

ymi + ci,∀i (11)

ui ≥ vij ,∀i,∀j (12)
K∑
i=1

ui ≤ NSR (13)

M∑
m=1

RL,mi · ymi +

K∑
j=1,j 6=i

RS,ji · vji ≥ RT,i · zi · (1− ci),∀i

(14)
NSRo∑
p=1

Qpi = ui,∀i (15)⌊∑K
i=1 ui
NSRo

⌋
≤

K∑
i=1

Qpi · ui ≤

⌈∑K
i=1 ui
NSRo

⌉
,∀p (16)

ymi ∈ {0, 1}, vij ∈ {0, 1}, ui ∈ {0, 1}, zi ∈ {0, 1}, Qpi ∈ {0, 1}
(17)

The decision variables (see Table I) are presented as follows:
• zi: a binary variable that indicates whether MT i is

served, i.e., receiving data via LR from a BS/AP or via
SR from another mobile terminal. In general, users might
not be served due to capacity and/or coverage limitation.

zi =

{
1 if MT i is served
0 otherwise (18)

• ymi: a binary variable that indicates whether mobile
terminal i is receiving data over LR from BS/AP m.

ymi =

{
1 if MT i receives data from BS/AP m
0 otherwise

(19)
• vij : a binary variable that indicates whether mobile termi-

nal j is receiving data over SR from MT i. Accordingly,
MT i is considered a cluster head and MT j belongs to
the cluster served by MT i .

vij =

{
1 if MT i transmits data to MT j
0 otherwise (20)

• ui: a binary variable that indicates whether mobile ter-
minal i is a cluster head, i.e., receiving data over LR and
transmitting over SR to other mobile terminals.

ui =

{
1 if MT i is a cluster head
0 otherwise (21)

• Qpi: binary variable that indicates whether channel p is
allocated to mobile terminal i.

Qpi =

{
1 if channel p is allocated to CH i
0 otherwise (22)

The general problem formulation can be detailed as follows:
• Equation (5) is the objective function which aims to

minimize the usage of long range channels and maxi-
mize coverage and thus force more cooperation between
mobile terminals. The aim is to serve the largest number
of users while using the minimum LR channels. β is a
positive coefficient indicating the impact of maximizing
the number users served. Since our primary goal is to
serve the maximum number of users, β parameter should
have a high value. We assume β is equal to the number
of active users to give very high impact for serving users
instead of minimizing the use of LR channels.

• The first constraint (6) guarantees that only a MT i
receiving over LR (CH-CR) or a CO can forward data
to other MTs over SR. Accordingly, MT j can receive
data from MT i (vij = 1) only if MT i receive data over
LR from a BS/AP m

(∑M
m=1 ymi = 1

)
or if MT i is a

CO (ci = 1). Otherwise, if MT i is not a CO (ci = 0)
and does not receive over LR

(∑M
m=1 ymi = 0

)
, MT j

cannot receive data from MT i (vij = 0).
• The second constraint (7) makes sure any MT j that

is served (zj = 1), receives data either on LR
from BS/AP m

(∑M
m=1 ymj = 1

)
or SR from MT i(∑K

i=1,i6=j vij = 1
)

or is a CO (cj = 0).
• Constraint (8) ensures that the number of LR users is less

than NLR.
• Constraint (9) guarantees that the number of users served

by a BS/AP m is less than KL,m.
• Constraint (10) guarantees that the number of users in a

cluster served by CH i is less than KC,i.
• Constraints (11), (12) and (13) guarantee that the number

of clusters is less than NSR. The variable ui indicates
if MT i is a cluster head which can be a cluster head
content recipient CH-CR or a content owner CH-CO.
Constraint (11) guarantees that MT i can be a cluster
head (ui = 1) if it is a CO (ci = 1) or it receives over
LR

(∑M
m=1 ymi = 1

)
, constraint (12) ensures that MT i

can be a cluster head if it transmits data over SR (one of
the vij variable is equal to 1). Constraint (13) limits the
number of cluster heads to NSR.

• Constraint (14) ensures that the rate for every served MT
and is not a CO, (i.e., zi = 1 and ci = 0) is greater
than RT,i. If a MT is receiving data over LR, its rate
Ri is equal to RL,mi with one of ymi equals to 1 and
vji = 0,∀j. If MT i is receiving over SR from another
MT j, Ri is equal to RS,ji with ymi = 0,∀m and vji = 1.
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• Constraint (15) ensures that every cluster head mobile
terminal is assigned one SR channel.

• Constraint (16) ensures that all the channels are used
with minimum reuse factor. If the number of orthogo-
nal channels NSRo is greater than the number of CHs
NCH

(∑K
i=1 ui

)
, every channel p can be then assigned

maximum once
(

0 ≤
∑K
i=1Qpi · ui ≤ 1

)
. If the number

of orthogonal channels is less than the number of CHs, a
channel p is allocated with minimum reuse, i.e. maximum
of
⌈∑K

i=1 ui

NSRo

⌉
and minimum of

⌊∑K
i=1 ui

NSRo

⌋
.

• The last constraint sets the decision variables y, v, u, z
and Q to be binary.

The outcome of the solution determines the MT connectivity
for downloading data either from BS/AP via LR connectivity
or from another MT via SR connectivity, in addition to
channel allocation to cluster heads. The LR and SR users
are determined by the decision variables matrix y and v,
respectively. The D2D clusters are formed based on the MTs
acting as cluster heads determined by the decision variable u,
and the SR users belonging to a same cluster, served by the
same cluster head, determined based on v.

The user throughput can then be computed as presented in
Section III. The SINR expressed in (4) can be represented in
terms of the system decision variables as follows:

γij =
Pr,ij

σ2 +
∑K
h=1,h 6=i

∑NSRo
p=1 uh ·Qph ·Qpi · Pr,hj

(23)

where cluster head i sends data to mobile terminal j. The
cluster heads h, belonging to the set of cluster heads transmit-
ting on the channel as CH i, cause interference to the main
transmission between mobile terminal i and j.

The problem is a binary non-linear programming problem.
The number of binary variables is (M + NSRo)K + K2

composed of: y a matrix of size M ×K, v a matrix of size
K × K, Q a matrix of size K × NSRo, u and z vectors of
length K that can be computed based on y and v. Starting with
the first two constraints, the problem is divided into directed
graphs whether the mobile terminal is receiving data over LR
or SR. Each graph is composed of different subgraphs based on
the problem constraints. The problem is similar to Minimum
Dominating Set problem in Directed Graphs which has been
shown as NP-Hard [36] [37]. It can be shown that solution for
the optimal resource management problem can be verified in
polynomial time, thus the problem is NP-complete.

V. ITERATIVE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

To reduce the complexity of the general resource manage-
ment problem, we propose an iterative resource management
approach where we divide the solution methodology into three
steps, including solving two optimization sub-problems and an
adjustment approach as follows: (1) optimal traffic offloading
for maximum user capacity assuming all the channels are
orthogonal (Section V-A), (2) optimal SR channel allocation
to the cluster heads defined by the traffic offloading solution
(Section V-B), and (3) user allocation adjustment approach for
serving users whose target rates decreased below their target
rate due to non-orthogonal channel allocation.

A. Sub-Problem 1: Traffic Offloading Optimization Problem
Formulation with Orthogonal Channel Allocation

We first consider the traffic offloading problem while assum-
ing all the channels are orthogonal. The problem is formulated

TABLE I: Main parameters and variables
Parameters

K the set of requesting MTs, where a MT is referred to as MT
i, i = 1, ...,K

M the set of BSs/APs, where a BS/AP is referred to as BS/AP
m, m = 1, ...,M

β positive coefficient indicating the tradeoff between maximizing
the number of users served and minimizing the number of LR
channels

ci a binary variable that indicates whether MT i is a CO
NSRo number of orthogonal non-overlapping SR channels
dij distance between transmitter (BS/AP or MT) i and MT j

RS,ij transmission rate on SR from the MT i to MT j

RL,mj transmission rate on LR from the BS/AP m to MT j

RT,i target transmission rate to MT i to meet video application
requirements

NLR maximum number of LR channels in the network
NSR maximum number of clusters in the network
NCH number of cluster heads in the network
KL,m maximum number of MTs served by a BS/AP m
KC,i maximum number of MTs served over SR by a CH i

Variables
zi a binary variable that indicates whether MT i is receiving data
ymi a binary variable that indicates whether MT i is receiving data

over LR from BS/AP m
vij a binary variable that indicates whether MT j is receiving data

over SR from MT i

ui a binary variable that indicates whether MT i is a cluster head
Qpi a binary variable that indicates whether channel p is allocated

to cluster head i

based on the general resource management optimization prob-
lem presented in Section IV without considering the effect
of non-orthogonal channel interference and allocation. The
data rates RL,mi and RS,ij are then computed considering
the SNR expressed in (2), depending on the distance, system
parameters, and channel between the MTs and BSs/APs.

The decision variables are: y a matrix of size M × K,
v a matrix of size K × K, u and z vectors of length
K. The traffic offloading objective function and constraints
are exactly similar to the resource management objective
function and constraints (5) to (14) presented in Section IV.
However, the complexity of the resource management op-
timization problem is reduced to consider traffic offloading
problem without channel allocation. The decision variable Q
indicating the channel allocation is not considered in addition
to constraints (15) and (16). Therefore, the number of binary
variables is MK +K2. It can be shown that solution for the
optimal traffic offloading problem can be verified in polyno-
mial time, thus the problem is NP-complete [36] [37]. We
solve the optimization problem using AIMMS software which
is designed for modeling and solving large-scale optimization
and scheduling-type problems. CPLEX optimization software
package in AIMMS was used as a solver [38]. CPLEX solver
is developed by IBM and uses the simplex algorithm to solve
very large linear programming problems, convex and non-
convex quadratic programming problems.

B. Sub-Problem 2: Non-Orthogonal Channel Allocation Op-
timization Problem Formulation

In sub-problem 1, the resource management problem is
solved as traffic offloading assuming all the channels allocated
to cluster heads are orthogonal. However, the number of
orthogonal channels becomes scarce with the increase of
number of users in dense networks. Allocating same channel
to multiple CHs causes interference to the SR users receiving
from these cluster heads. In our work, we consider a network
composed of a limited number of BSs, and the LR channels
allocated to the BSs/APs are orthogonal. Therefore, LR MTs
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are not subjected to LR interference from other BSs/APs, nor
SR interference caused by CHs. The LR rate is then computed
using SNR expressed in (2). However, the SR rate is computed
using SINR expressed in (4) and (23) considering interference
by the set of CHs transmitting on the same channel.

In this section, we formulate the SR channel allocation
problem as an optimization problem aiming at serving the
maximum number of users while reducing the effect of in-
terference caused by channels reuse. The goal is to allocate
the available non-overlapping channels to the CHs assigned by
the optimal traffic offloading solution. Reducing interference
can be achieved by assigning the available orthogonal non-
overlapping channels with minimum reuse to distant cluster
heads. Therefore, the channel allocation problem aims at
minimizing the channels reuse and maximizing the distance
between co-channel cluster head transmitters.

Accordingly, the decision variable Q is considered to indi-
cate the channel allocation. The binary decision variable Qpi
indicates whether the channel p is allocated to cluster head i
to transmit the data to other mobile terminals. Q will then be a
matrix of dimension NCH ×NSRo where NCH is the number
of cluster heads considered in the network and NSRo is the
maximum number of orthogonal SR channels. The channel
allocation problem can be formulated as follows:

argmax
Q

NCH∑
i=1

NCH∑
j=1

NSRo∑
p=1

dij ·Qpi ·Qpj (24)

subject to
NSR∑
p=1

Qpi = 1,∀i (25)⌊
NCH
NSRo

⌋
≤
NCH∑
i=1

Qpi ≤

⌈
NCH
NSRo

⌉
,∀p (26)

Qqi ∈ {0, 1} (27)

• Constraint (25) ensures that every cluster head mobile
terminal is assigned one SR channel.

• Constraint (26) ensures that all the channels are used
with minimum reuse factor. If the number of orthogonal
channels NSRo is greater than the number of cluster heads
NCH, every channel p can be then assigned maximum
once

(
0 ≤

∑NCH

i=1 Qpi ≤ 1
)

. If the number of orthogonal
channels is less than the number of CHs, constraint (26)
ensures that a channel p is allocated with minimum reuse,
i.e. maximum of

⌈
NCH

NSRo

⌉
and minimum of

⌊
NCH

NSRo

⌋
.

• Constraint (27) sets the decision variable Q to be binary.
The problem is a binary non-linear programming problem.

Starting with the first constraint, the problem is divided into
multiple directions or directed graphs based on a channel
allocation to a CH. Each graph is composed of different
subgraphs based on the problem constraints. The problem
is similar to Minimum Dominating Set problem in Directed
Graphs which has been shown as NP-Hard [36] [37]. It can
be shown that solution can be verified in polynomial time,
thus the problem is NP-complete. We solve the optimization
problem using AIMMS software and CPLEX as solver.

C. User Allocation Adjustment Approach

Due to channel reuse, SR users are subjected to interference
which may degrade the transmission rate below the target
service rate and leads to outage that can exceed the target
limit. To solve this problem, we propose a user allocation
adjustment approach to provide possible solutions for allo-

Algorithm 1: The proposed user allocation adjustment approach

Input:
- z users served determined by the optimal traffic offloading solution,
- y LR connections determined by the optimal traffic offloading solution,
- v SR connections determined by the optimal traffic offloading solution,
- u cluster heads determined by the optimal traffic offloading solution,
- Q channel allocation by the optimal channel allocation solution

Output:
- Zi a binary variable that indicates whether MT i is receiving data,
- Ymi a binary variable that indicates whether MT i is receiving data over
LR from BS/AP m,
- Vij a binary variable that indicates whether MT j is receiving data over
SR from MT i

1: Initialize Z,Y and V to be equal to z, y and v, respectively
2: Compute SR user i transmission rate Ri achieved after optimal channel

allocation considering the interference caused by co-channel CHs
3: Assign a new connection to user i if Ri is lower than target rate as follows:

3.1. Estimate the transmission rate RS,ni provided by a CH n considering
the interference caused by all the co-channel CHs

3.2. Consider CH n providing RS,ni higher than the target rate of MT i
and serving less than KC,n users, as candidate cluster heads CCH
CCH = {n|n ∈ C, RS,ni ≥ RT,i &

∑K
j=1 vnj < KC,n}

3.3. Check if SR and LR transmission rates satisfy MT i requirements
• if CCH = ∅ then
• Consider MT i no longer served over SR and Vxi set to 0,∀x
• Check if MT i can be served over LR links

– Consider every BS m providing transmission rates higher than
the target rate of MT i and serving less than KL,m users, as
candidate base station CBS.
CBS = {m|m ∈ M, RL,mi ≥ RT,i &

∑K
j=1 ymj <

KL,m}
– if CBS = ∅ then
– Consider MT i a non-assigned users and set Zi = 0
– else
– Assign MT i to BS/AP m serving the lower number of users

and set Ymi = 1
– end if

• else
• Assign MT i to cluster head n serving lower number of users

and set Vni = 1
• end if

4: Repeat process (2) and (3) for all the SR users.

cating connections to the users affected either to other mobile
terminals serving as cluster heads or BSs/APs.

As presented in Algorithm 1, we check possible assignment
solutions for every SR user i whose target rate is no longer
met due to channel reuse interference. We start by checking
the transmission rates provided by every cluster head in the
network taking into consideration the interference caused by
cluster heads using same channels. The MT i will be then
assigned to the cluster head n satisfying MT i target rate
and serving lower number of users (below KC,n). In case
there is no cluster head satisfying system constraints, the LR
transmission rates are examined. MT i can be assigned to
the BS/AP m satisfying MT i target rate and serving lower
number of users (below KL,m). If the system constraints are
not satisfied, the MT i can not be served.

VI. TREE-BASED RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Optimal solutions for traffic offloading and channel allo-
cation may not be achievable in real-time ultra dense D2D
cooperative networks. In addition, allocating channels based
on the solution provided by the traffic offloading assuming
the channels are orthogonal may lead to high user outage.
Moreover, the optimization problem is holistic and considers
all the existing users when providing optimal solutions. Ac-
cordingly, providing efficient sub-optimal solutions for traffic
offloading with channel allocation considerations are needed
to provide a balance between time complexity, user outage
and number of LR channels. For these reasons, we propose a
dynamic tree-based resource management (TBRM) approach
that includes hierarchical traffic offloading and channel alloca-
tion simultaneously. The proposed approach is fast, dynamic
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Fig. 3: A tree representation of a 30m× 20m network, formed by 4
levels: (1) network level, (2) BSs/APs level, (3) CHs, COs and LR
users level, and (4) SR users level.

and performs in real-time as users join the network. TBRM
allocates users sequentially which reduces the overhead of re-
optimizing the full network user assignments as the network
populates, and avoids the disruption due to re-clustering which
negatively impacts quality of experience.

The proposed TBRM approach is based on a four-level tree
as follows: (1) the network as root node, (2) the BSs/APs
as second level parent nodes, (3) the content owners, cluster
heads and LR users as third level nodes, and (4) SR users re-
ceiving data from cluster heads as fourth level terminal nodes.
In general, a MT can be connected to a BS/AP or another MT
serving as cluster head to download common content data.
Accordingly, we consider BSs/APs or CHs as parent nodes.
When connected to a BS/AP, a MT j is considered a LR user
and is added to the tree. When connected to another MT i,
MT j is added to the tree in the fourth level as a SR user. In
addition, MT i becomes a CH and is assigned a channel to
serve the users in its cluster. Accordingly, every BS/AP forms
its own sub-tree having LR users and CHs as their child nodes.
Similarly, the CHs form their own sub-trees, called clusters in
our model, having SR users as child nodes. We define N as
the set of existing nodes in the tree composed of BSs/APs
and assigned users. Figure 3 presents a tree representation of
a D2D network and the connections between the nodes. The
network is formed by two BSs/APs, one CO and eight MTs.
Each BS/AP has its own sub-tree serving one CH and one LR
user: BS/AP1 serves MT1 and MT4 and BS/AP2 serves MT5
and MT7. The cluster heads CO1, MT1 and MT5 form their
own cluster where CO1 serves SR user MT8, MT1 serves SR
users MT2 and MT3, and MT5 serves SR user MT6.

To assign the connection for MT j, the nodes N of the
current tree are considered, and the mobile terminal j is
added as a child node to the tree based on Algorithm 2. In
our work, we aim at maximizing network capacity, therefore,
we encourage the mobile terminals to use D2D connectivity
and reduce the load on the BSs/APs. Accordingly, we give
preference to D2D SR connectivity over LR connectivity.

As presented in Algorithm 2, the connection for a MT j
starts by estimating the transmission rates provided by existing
nodes N : BSs/APs (level 2 nodes), LR users, COs and CHs
(level 3 nodes). The SR transmission rate RS,nj provided by
another MT n over SR link is estimated taking into account
the interference caused by the set of co-channel CHs Cn.

The MT j can be served over SR by either joining a cluster
served by a cluster head, or create a new cluster by connecting

Algorithm 2: The proposed dynamic tree-based resource management (TBRM)
approach

Input:
- K number of users,
- M number of BSs/APs,
- NSRo maximum number of SR orthogonal non-overlapping channels,

Output:
- zi a binary variable that indicates whether MT i is receiving data
- ymi a binary variable that indicates whether MT i is receiving data over
LR from BS/AP m
- vij a binary variable that indicates whether MT j is receiving data over
SR from MT i
- ui a binary variable that indicates whether MT i is a cluster head

1: Consider the network as root node
2: Assign BSs/APs as default child nodes to the network root node. The

BSs/APs will be then considered second level nodes in the tree. At this
stage, N = {m|m ∈M}

3: Assign COs as nodes at level 3. At this stage, N = {m|m ∈M&c|c ∈
CO}

4: Assign a connection and allocate a parent node for a MT j as follows:
4.1. Estimate the transmission rate RL,mj over LR from a BS/AP m.
4.2. Estimate the transmission rate RS,nj over SR from a cluster head n

existing in the tree N , which is assigned channel p.
4.3. Estimate the transmission rate RS,nj over SR from a LR user

n existing in the tree N , which is not assigned any channel yet.
Accordingly, channel allocation should be performed first to allocate a
channel p to MT n while aiming at maximizing the distance between
user using the same channel p to reduce interference as follows:
• Compute the distance between LR user n and the set of cluster

heads using the same channel for every channel p
• Select the channel providing the higher sum of the distances as

potential channel to be allocated to LR user n if MT j is assigned
to MT n at the end

4.4. Consider the nodes providing transmission rates higher than the target
rate of MT j as candidate nodes CN.
CN = {n|n ∈ N , RX,nj ≥ RT,j}

4.5. Check if transmission rates satisfy MT j target rate
• if CN = ∅ then
• Delay MT j assignment until all users are considered
• Add MT j to the non-assigned users
• else
• Consider the weight of SR rate RS,nj between the existing CH

and LR users nodes n and MT j twice the weight of the LR rate
RL,nj between the BSs/APs nodes n and MT j to encourage traffic
offloading to D2D connectivity

• Check system constraints:
– if the candidate node n is a CH MT i & the number of its child

nodes = KC,i then eliminate node n end if
– if the candidate node n is a BS/AP m & the number of its child

nodes = KL,m then eliminate node n end if
– if the candidate node n is a BS/AP m & the number of LR

users = NLR then eliminate node n end if
– if the candidate node n is a MT i & the number of CHs = NSR

then eliminate node n end if
• Select the candidate node n providing higher system throughput

– if multiple nodes provide the same system throughput then
Select node n serving less child nodes end if

• Add the MT j as a child to node n
• Update the tree, N and decision variables:

– if MT j is added to the tree then MT j is served & zj is set
to 1 end if

– if node n is a BS/AP m then MT j is a LR user & ymj is
set to 1 end if

– if node n is a MT i then
– MT j is a SR user & vij is set to 1
– if node n is a LR user i then
– MT i is a CH & ui is set to 1
– Selected channel p is allocated to LR user i
– end if
– end if

• end if
5: Repeat process (4) for all the non-assigned users until no more users can

be added as nodes to the tree.

to a LR user or content owner. In the first case, a CH has
already a channel p assigned to serve the users in its cluster.
However, in the second case, a channel p should be allocated to
the LR user or CO to serve the new cluster. To perform channel
allocation for the LR MT or CO n, we aim at maximizing
the distance between MTs using same channels to reduce
interference. Accordingly, for every channel p, we compute
the total distance between the MT n and CHs using the same
channel p. The channel providing the maximum distance is
then selected to be allocated to LR user or CO n.
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CHs= 5, outage= 12%.
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(c) TBRM order 3: LR users= 6,
CHs= 4, outage= 36%.

Fig. 4: Proposed tree-based traffic offloading approach performance for different user arrival orders. The network is composed of two BSs/APs
and 25 users.

The nodes providing transmission rates higher than the
target rate of MT j and serving less than the maximum
number of allowed users, are considered as candidates nodes.
The weight of SR rate RS,nj between the MT n and MT
j is assumed to be higher than the weight of the LR rate
RL,mj between the BS/AP m and MT j to encourage D2D
traffic offloading. The candidate node providing higher sys-
tem throughput is then selected. In case two nodes provide
the same throughput, MT j will be connected to the node
serving less MTs. The assignment also makes sure the system
constraints are satisfied such as the maximum number of users
in a cluster, the maximum number of allowed LR users and
SR users. If the target rate of a MT j is not satisfied by the
nodes in the current tree, the MT assignment is delayed and
reconsidered later. This process continues until all users are
considered and no more users can be added to the tree.

To illustrate an example of the proposed tree-based resource
management algorithm, we consider a network composed of
two BSs/APs and 25 users. In this toy example, we assume
all the channels allocated to cluster heads are orthogonal to
show the performance of the proposed approach while varying
the order of user arrival. As presented in Figure 4(a), the
proposed TBRM approach was able to provide an optimal
solution where all the users are served with minimum number
of LR channels and clusters. The network is divided into 4
clusters as follows: (1) MT 1 serving 3 MTs: 2, 3 and 9, (2)
MT 4 serving 4 MTs: 5, 6, 7 and 8, (3) MT 10 serving 4 MTs:
11, 12, 13, and 14, and (4) MT 15 serving 10 MTs: 16 to 25.
The solution of the proposed approach varies with the arrival
order of users since the tree is built sequentially as the users
join the network. For instance, the order in Figure 4(b) shows
sub-optimal assignment for the TBRM approach providing an
outage of 12%, while 5 clusters are formed. MTs 19, 20 and
21 were out of coverage. The worst performance provided
by TBRM is presented in Figure 4(c) where the network is
composed of 6 LR users and 4 CHs, with an outage of 36%.

The performance of the proposed approach depends on the
users’ order of arrival. This order cannot be controlled by
the network operator as it depends on users’ activity in the
area of interest. As a countermeasure, the network can search
for better solutions periodically. Every period T , the network
controller can re-assess the tree-based proposed solution, and
generate different solutions based on different permutations of
the order of arrival of the active users in the network. Then,
the best traffic offloading and channel allocation strategy can
be selected to provide the system with highest capacity and
coverage. The network will then notify the mobile terminals

Fig. 5: Stadium with dimensions 280m×240m, divided into 20m×
20m sections, each composed of 700 seats. An area of 40m× 40m
composed of four sections, 2800 seats and five deployed BSs/APs.

about the new LR and SR connections. The selection of the
period T duration needs to provide a trade-off between time
complexity and performance. The duration of T may also
depend on the network density; it may range from seconds
to minutes. Selecting a large value for T will degrade the
performance of the system. However, selecting a small value
for T will increase the overhead, and cause some disruption
due to re-clustering and adaptation to new channel allocation.

VII. PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we first present the simulation setup includ-
ing case study topology, assumptions and main system pa-
rameters. In Section VII-B, we present solutions with/without
cache-enabled D2D cooperation as a function of user density
level where all the channels are assumed to be orthogonal.
In Section VII-C, we assess the effect of allocating non-
orthogonal channels optimally to the traffic offloading solution.
The performance of the proposed user allocation adjustment
approach is also evaluated. The proposed dynamic tree-based
resource management algorithm performance is evaluated
with/without non-orthogonal channel allocation and compared
to the optimal solutions in Section VII-D.

A. Simulation Setup

As a case study, we consider a stadium with a capacity of
100,000 seats. Our topology is close to the topology of Camp
nou stadium, located in Barcelona, Spain. The considered
dimensions of the stadium are assumed to be 280m × 240m
as shown in Figure 5. Due to the high complexity of the
problem and the large number of users, we divided the area
into small sections of 20m×20m. The main system parameters
are summarized in Table II and explained below:

1) Mobile terminal demands: Every 20m × 20m section
is composed of 700 seats, assuming the seat width to be
0.5m, and the space between rows to be 1.14m [39]. The
attendants density is then equal to 1.75 users per 1m2. We
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TABLE II: Network parameters and assumptions
Parameters Values

Section area 40m × 40m
Seats capacity C 2800 seats/section

Number of sections B 1, 2, or 4
Block area 40m × 40m for B = 1

40m × 80m for B = 2

Number of BSs/APs per block 5 or 9
M 5×B or 9×B
A 0.1 - 1
K C ×B ×A

RT,i 1 Mbps
KL,m (KL) 30 connections/AP m
KC,i (KC) 10 connections/CH i

NLR
∑M

m=1KL,m

NSR NLR ·KC
Pt,LR 10 Watts
Pt,SR 0.5 Watts
W 0.5 MHz
Pe 10−3

σ2 10−3 Watts
κ -31.54 dB
α 3.71
d0 10 m

based our study on an area of 40m× 40m composed of four
20m×20m sections, with total of 2800 seats and five deployed
BSs/APs as presented in Figure 5. In our work, we refer to user
activity A as the probability of users out of 2800, located in
the target 40m× 40m area and are simultaneously requesting
common content distribution. The number of active mobile
terminals K can then be computed as follows: A×2800. Non
active users are not considered present in our model. The active
mobile terminals are randomly distributed. In our considered
scenarios, the MTs are assumed to download common content
real-time video streaming with 1 Mbps target rate requirement.

2) Long range channels capacity and coverage: In our
model, we assume the BSs/APs are using 2.4 GHz IEEE
802.11n WiFi. Assuming an overhead of 35%, interference of
35% and a maximum PHY rate of 72.2 Mbps, the estimated
AP aggregated throughput will be around 30 Mbps. The
maximum number of users served by one AP to meet the target
requirements of 1 Mbps will be 30 users/AP. In our model,
the transmit power of an AP is assumed to be 10 Watts.

3) Short range channels capacity and coverage: In our
model, we assume the MTs are using 5GHz IEEE 802.11n
WiFi. The maximum number of users KC served by one cluster
head is limited to a maximum of 10 users/cluster. The transmit
power of a mobile terminal is assumed to be 0.5 Watts.

B. Resource Management with/without Cache-Enabled D2D
Cooperation Assuming Orthogonal Channel Allocation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of optimized
traffic offloading in conventional and D2D ultra dense wireless
networks with/without cache-enabled devices while varying
the user activity representing the density of the users request-
ing common content simultaneously within 40m× 40m area.

As presented in Figure 6, the outage probability is very
high when no D2D cooperation is considered. In conventional
networks, users download their data from BSs/APs using LR
channels. The system capacity is then limited to 150 and 270
possible connections over LR channels when 5 APs and 9 APs
are deployed, respectively. This leads to an outage reaching
94.64% at high network density (A=1, 2800 users). The outage
probability decreases when D2D cooperation is considered.
The coverage range and capacity of the conventional network
are extended by the CHs acting as providers to other MTs.
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Fig. 6: Outage percentage variation with user activity probability for
different network scenarios composed of 5 or 9 APs with/without
D2D cooperation.
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in Mbits/s for 40m× 40m area composed of 280 users and 5 APs.
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When the network density increases within a specific area, the
MTs are closer and tend to use SR channels for data download.
Accordingly, the number of clusters formed increases to serve
more users. The outage then decreases with the increase
of the network density to reach a capacity limited by the
number of LR channels KL and the maximum number of
users within a cluster KC which is 1650 when 5 APs are
deployed. For this reason, the outage probability increases
for user activity more than 0.6 (1680 users). Increasing the
transmit power Pt,LR of the APs from 5 Watts to 10 Watts
decreases the outage percentage from 15.35 to 6.07% for low
user activity (A=0.1), and from 6.13 to 1.78% for high user
activity (A=0.6). Deploying 9 APs allows the network to serve
high user density. The outage probability is less than 1% when
2800 users are simultaneously requesting data.

To study the effect of the user target rate on the performance
of the D2D cooperative network, we varied the target rate from
1 to 4 Mbps and evaluated the outage probability in a network
composed of 5 BSs/APs and 280 users. As shown in Figure 7,
the outage percentage increases with the increase of user target
rate to reach 86.78% users not served out of 280.

In Figure 8, we consider the existence of 10 and 20 content
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Fig. 11: Resource allocation for 40m× 40m area composed of 560 users and 5 APs.

owners randomly distributed within the 40m×40m area while
varying the number of users. The existence of COs decreases
the outage probability. The COs served as CHs and transmitted
data to other MTs which increased the capacity of the system
and reduced the outage probability. The system capacity is then
augmented by 100 and 200 SR users when 10 and 20 COs are
considered, respectively. Figure 9 shows the outage percentage
and LR connections for traffic offloading in D2D cooperative
networks where 560 users exist while varying the number of
COs. The outage probability decreases with the increase of
the number of COs to be below 1% when 150 COs exist.
Figure 10 shows the number of clusters formed, the number
of LR users and COs serving as CHs where 560 users exist
while varying the number of COs. The number of clusters
increases with the increase of the number of COs which
expands the network coverage and capacity. The users are
encouraged to offload to D2D connections by connecting to a
CO rather than connecting to another MT receiving over LR.
Accordingly, the outage probability and the number of LR
connections decrease. To illustrate the solution for the traffic
offloading optimization problem, Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show
resource allocation of SR and LR connections in 40m× 40m
dense area composed of 560 users (A=0.3) and 5 BSs/APs.
As presented in Figure 11(a), the outage probability is 4.11%
when D2D cooperation is used with 50 LR users acting as
CH-CRs. Adding 20 COs decreases the outage probability to
2.14% as shown in Figure 11(b).

C. Optimal Non-Orthogonal Channel Allocation and User
Allocation Adjustment

In this section, we use the solution provided by the optimal
traffic offloading to allocate non-orthogonal channels to clus-
terheads. Figure 12 shows the outage probability for optimal
channel allocation in a network composed of 5 BSs/APs and
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Fig. 12: Outage percentage variation in a network composed of
280 users (37 CHs) with respect to available orthogonal channels.

280 users, while varying the number of available orthogonal
channels. The optimal channel allocation is based on the solu-
tion provided by the traffic offloading optimization problem,
which serves in this case 263 users, 37 LR users serving as
cluster heads, 226 SR users and an outage of 17 users (6.07%).

The outage probability decreases with the increase of the
number of the available channels since the channels are less
reused. When three orthogonal channels are used, channels 1,
2 and 3 are reused 12, 12 and 13, respectively, to be assigned to
37 cluster heads. 88 SR users are affected by the interference
caused by channel reuse as presented in Figure 13(a), which
leads to an additional outage of 31.42%. The total outage
will be 37.49%. When the number of orthogonal channels
used increases to 8, the outage due to co-channel allocation is
reduced to 9.28% (Figure 13(b)). The outage decreases with
the increase of number of orthogonal channels to be 0% when
23 channels are used. In this case, the channels are reused
maximum twice and the cluster heads using same channels
are distant causing the interference to be negligible.
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LR	user
SR	user

BS/APNot	served	user	(coverage	limitation)
Not	served	user	(interference	limitation)

C1	(12)
C2	(12)
C3	(13)

(a) 3 orthogonal channels. Additional outage= 31.42%.

LR	user
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Not	served	user	(interference	limitation)

C1	(4)
C2	(4)
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C4	(5)
C5	(5)
C6	(5)
C7	(5)
C8	(5)

(b) 8 orthogonal channels. Additional outage= 9.28%.

Fig. 13: Optimal non-orthogonal channel allocation for 40m× 40m area composed of 280 users and 5 APs. Orthogonal channel allocation
outage= 6.07%.
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Fig. 14: Outage percentage performance evaluation for the follow-
ing cases: (1) optimal traffic offloading with orthogonal channel
allocation, (2) three orthogonal channel allocation, (3) adjustment
approach, (4) TBRM approach with RT =1 Mbps, (5) unicasting
using TBRM approach with R̄T =1 Mbps, and (6) multicast using
TBRM approach with R̄T =1 Mbps.
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Additional	SR	user
Additional	LR	user

Fig. 15: Enhanced user allocation approach using three orthogonal
channels for 40m × 40m area composed of 280 users and 5 APs.
Outage= 12.14%.

Figure 14 compares the outage percentage while varying the
user density for different cases: (1) optimal traffic offloading
assuming all the channels are orthogonal, (2) optimal channel
allocation of three SR orthogonal channels to transmitters, as
determined by the solution of the optimal traffic offloading
sub-problem, (3) proposed iterative resource management so-
lution after performing user allocation adjustment considering
three SR orthogonal channels, (4) proposed TBRM approach
considering three SR orthogonal channels with fixed service
target rate for all users RT=1 Mbps, (5) unicasting using
TBRM approach with average service target rate R̄T=1 Mbps,
and (6) multicasting using TBRM approach with R̄T=1 Mbps.
In the first four cases, the service target rate is considered fixed
for all users and is equal to 1 Mbps. In the last two cases, the
rate of each mobile terminal i, RT,i, is selected from a uniform
distribution with values between 0.1 Mbps and 2 Mbps.

The outage percentage considering optimal channel allo-
cation of three orthogonal channels increases from 37.5% at
low user density of A=0.1 (280 users) to reach 88.46% at
high user density of A=1 (2800 users). The proposed user
allocation adjustment approach was able to provide lower
outage probability with a tradeoff cost in LR channels. The
outage was reduced from 37.5% to 12.14% with an additional
use of 58 LR channels for low density networks (280 users). It
was reduced from 88.46% to 57.39% with a limited number
of LR channels of 150. To illustrate a solution, Figure 15
shows the additional LR and SR connections assigned by the
enhanced proposed approach to serve higher number of users

in a network formed by 280 users. Due to the low number of
orthogonal channels, the service target rate was not satisfied
for a large number of users which limits the D2D offloading
and force the usage of all the LR channels.

D. Proposed Dynamic Tree-Based Resource Management Ap-
proach with/without Non-Orthogonal Channel Allocation

In this section, we first compare the optimal traffic of-
floading solutions with the ones obtained using our proposed
tree-based resource management approach assuming all the
channels are orthogonal. We denote by tree-based traffic
offloading (TBTO), our proposed dynamic tree-based resource
management approach with orthogonal channel allocation. We
evaluate the performance in terms of time complexity and user
outage percentage. We then compare the performance of our
proposed approaches considering non-orthogonal channel allo-
cation. Solving the traffic offloading problem as an optimiza-
tion problem is computationally expensive. Figure 16 shows
the solving time in minutes needed by AIMMS to provide
solution for optimal traffic offloading in dense HetNets. The
solving time for a low density network (A=0.3) is 14 and
23 min when the network is composed of 840 users, 5 and
9 APs, respectively. As the user activity increases, the solving
time increases to reach 5.46 hours and 19.32 hours when the
user activity is 0.7 and 1, respectively. Therefore, achieving
optimal solutions may not be feasible in real-time UDNs.

Our proposed resource management approach was able to
provide near-optimal solutions with very low time complexity.
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Fig. 16: Optimization problem solving time (in minutes) variation
with user activity probability for 40m × 40m area composed of 5
and 9 APs (2800 users).
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Fig. 17: TBTO solving time (in seconds) variation with user activity
probability for 40m × 40m area composed of 5 and 9 APs
(2800 users) and 40m×80m area composed of 18 APs (5600 users).
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Fig. 18: Outage percentage variation of the traffic offloading optimal
solution and TBTO with user activity probability for 40m × 40m
area composed of 5 APs (2800 users).
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Fig. 19: Outage percentage variation of the traffic offloading optimal
solution and TBTO with user activity probability for 40m × 40m
area composed of 9 APs (2800 users), and 40m × 80m area
composed of 18 APs (5600 users).

To evaluate the performance of our proposed TBTO approach,
we generated solutions for 1000 different permutations of user
arrival. In every permutation, the same distribution of users
is used, however, the order of arrival is randomly shuffled.
As presented in Figure 17, TBTO is able to provide near
optimal solutions within few seconds for networks composed
of 2800 users and denser networks of 5600 users which
was not achievable using optimal traffic offloading. At high
user activity (A =1), the simulation time using TBTO was
26 seconds and 23 seconds for a network composed of 2800
users, 5 and 9 APs, respectively. The average simulation
time for the networks composed of 9 APs is lower since
more users are allowed to be served as LR users, hence,
increasing the number of CHs. This increases the possibility
of the users to be connected to the tree from the first iteration
while satisfying their target rate. Accordingly, the number of
delayed users and the number of iterations till all the users
are assigned is reduced. Solutions for high user density area
of 40m × 80m composed of 5600 users and 18 APs was
achievable in maximum of 118 seconds.

Decreasing the simulation time is faced by an acceptable
increase in outage probability. Figures 18 and 19 compare the
outage performance of TBTO and optimal traffic offloading for
40m×40m area composed of 2800 users, 5 and 9 APs, respec-
tively. As presented in Figure 18, TBTO provided lower than
8% more outage than optimal traffic offloading in low density
networks. In dense networks, TBTO was able to provide very
close outage probability to the optimal solution (A > 0.7).
Increasing the number of APs to 9 allowed larger number
of MTs to be served by the BSs/APs and hence they serve
as cluster heads and decrease the outage probability. TBTO

showed an average of 1.43% increase of outage probability
when compared to the traffic offloading optimal solution.

The solution of the proposed approach varies with the arrival
order of users since the tree is built sequentially based on the
user arrival. Table III compares for a specific order of user
arrival (out of the 1000 permutations above) the outage and
simulation time for TBTO and the optimal traffic offloading
algorithm in a network composed of 2800 users and 5 APs.
For these specific orders, TBTO was able to provide similar
outage probability to the optimal solution within few seconds.

Considering non-orthogonal channel allocation, the outage
caused by optimal channel allocation based on the solution of
the traffic offloading problem showed high outage probability
as presented in Figure 14. The outage was reduced by the
adjustment proposed approach with a tradeoff cost in LR
channels. The proposed TBRM approach, with fixed service
target rate of 1 Mbps, considering 3 orthogonal channels was
able to allocate channels simultaneously while performing
traffic offloading with notably low time complexity with a
tradeoff cost in terms of outage probability and LR channels.
The proposed tree-based resource management provides higher
outage probability than the enhanced adjustment proposed
approach, however, less than the optimal channel allocation
based on traffic offloading optimal solution. The number of
LR users was higher at low network density and reaches the
maximum LR users capacity when the number of users is
above 560. This shows that our proposed TBRM approach
was able to provide dynamic sub-optimal solutions with very
low time complexity.

To show the performance of our TBRM proposed approach
using different transmission policies, we consider the follow-
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TABLE III: Performance of TBTO compared to optimal traffic
offloading in 40m× 40m area composed of 5 APs

Activity Optimal traffic offloading Proposed TBTO approach
A Outage Time Outage Time

A=0.1 8.93% 64ms 6.07% 3.36s
A=0.2 4.46% 208ms 4.11% 15.8m
A=0.3 3.81% 173ms 2.98% 22.8m
A=0.4 1.96% 356ms 1.96% 51.6m
A=0.5 2.36% 798ms 1.36% 2.4h
A=0.6 1.79% 1.5s 1.79% 5.9h
A=0.7 15.82% 3.1s 15.82% 13.1h
A=0.8 26.34% 5.6s 26.34% 16.6h
A=0.9 34.52% 8.4s 34.52% 32.1h
A=1 41.07% 12.5s 41.07% 40.1h

ing cases: (1) unicast/ multicast TBRM with fixed service
target rate RT=1 Mbps for all MTs, (2) unicast/ multicast
TBRM with average service target rate R̄T=1 Mbps, where the
rate of each mobile terminal i, RT,i, is selected from a uniform
distribution with values between 0.1 Mbps and 2 Mbps. As
presented in Figure 14, the proposed TBRM approach with
fixed rate of 1 Mbps is shown to lead to the same outage
performance when unicasting and multicasting transmission
policies are used. In general, a user may be served by a
transmitter, either a BS/AP or another MT, if the transmission
rate exceeds its service target rate. When the service target rate
is considered constant for all the users, the transmission data
rate of a cluster head will always exceed the target rate, even in
worst channel conditions, otherwise, the cluster head may not
be able to serve the users. Accordingly, the transmission policy
will not affect the system performance when considering fixed
target rate.

When the users have different service target rates, the multi-
casting transmission policy leads to higher outage probability.
The transmission data rate of a cluster head is determined by
the worst channel, which reduces the possibility to serve users
with higher service target rates. As presented in Figure 14,
unicasting outperforms multicasting when the users have dif-
ferent service target rates; the outage percentage decreases
on average by 4.81% when unicasting is used. For these
reasons, we used unicasting which allows device-to-device
communication with data rate adaptation based on channel
conditions.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper addressed multi-user resource management in
dense D2D cooperative heterogeneous networks where very
large number of users request common content distribution.
We presented three solutions including optimal and sub-
optimal alternatives. We considered first the general resource
management optimization problem, considering simultane-
ously traffic offloading and non-orthogonal channel allocation,
aiming at maximizing the user capacity in dense cache-enabled
device-to-device heterogeneous networks. We proposed an
iterative resource management optimization where the general
problem is divided into two sub-problems: (a) optimal traffic
offloading with orthogonal channel allocation, and (b) optimal
channel allocation to clusterheads. We proposed an adjustment
approach for user allocation to serve users affected by the non-
orthogonal channel allocation. We also proposed a dynamic
tree-based resource management approach for assigning users’
connections sequentially while considering channel allocation
simultaneously with traffic offloading. We present a realistic
use case for a stadium scenario with detailed performance

assessment as a function of various system parameters. Re-
sults demonstrate significant performance gains compared to
conventional networks, reflected by both reduction in outage
probability and reduction in the number of simultaneously
needed LR connections. The proposed approach provided
real-time and fast solutions with a tradeoff cost in outage
probability. It showed an average of 1.43% and 20% increase
of outage probability when compared to the traffic offloading
optimal solution and enhanced user allocation with non-
orthogonal channel allocation,respectively, while the solving
time is reduced to few seconds.

The proposed solutions can be extended to handle several
resource management issues including incentives for D2D
communications, energy management and spectrum manage-
ment to achieve performance gains. In general, the base station
aims at minimizing its traffic load and transmission cost by
offloading to D2D communication. Accordingly, to motivate
the users to participate in the cooperative content sharing,
incentives for cooperation are needed.
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